Quality Debate enthralls audience at The Doon School

By OUR STAFF REPORTER

DEHRADUN, 19 Aug: The second day of one of the most reputed high school conferences of India witnessed a surge in the quality of debate and performance. After a stupendous first day which was followed by an inspiring speech by Rahul Gandhi, the delegates entered the gates of Chandbagh, overflowing with zeal and enthusiasm.

Overjoyed with the reduction of security at the main gate, delegates managed to reach committees with extra reserved energy. The day was marked by innovative crisis updates which successfully managed to add a unique spark to the committees. Committees such as the Lok Sabha, chaired by Rajeev Vadra were specifically heated; distinguished by its apt portrayal of actual Lok Sabha proceeding, the committee was a success. All the committees met their goal of most aptly simulating actual United Nations proceedings. The committees ran with continuous zest with the incentive of attending the much awaited delegate dance.

Tired delegates were observed leaving the campus at the end of the day after engaging committee sessions and the much enjoyed delegate.